PEDESTAL SIZE

NOTE
The PEDESTAL command is not currently operational, so this command has no effect.

PURPOSE
Specifies the vertical height of the pedestal in subsequent 3-d plots.

DESCRIPTION
The size is in units of the vertical axis variable on the 3-d plot.

SYNTAX
PEDESTAL SIZE <size>
where <size> is a number or parameter in units of the 3-d vertical axis variable that specifies the size.

EXAMPLES
PEDESTAL SIZE 2000
PEDESTAL SIZE 4500
PEDESTAL SIZE 0.0025

DEFAULT
The default size is (zmax - zmin) where
zmax = the data maximum for the vertical axis variable;
zmin = the data minimum for the vertical axis variable.

SYNONYMS
None

RELATED COMMANDS
PEDESTAL = Allows/suppresses the pedestal for 3-d plots.
PEDESTAL COLOR = Sets the pedestal color for 3-d plots.
3D- PLOT = Generates a 3-dimensional data or function plot.
EYE COORDINATES = Sets the location of the eye for 3-d plots.

APPLICATIONS
3-d plotting

IMPLEMENTATION DATE
Pre-1987